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Abstract. A lot of internal and external change has occurred since the start of 
Apple, where it passed from one phase in the adaptive lifecycle to another. Apple 
proved to be very resilient and flexible over the years by constantly introducing 
new innovative products, which changed the market. This mini-case study focuses 
on the early history of Apple and her internal organizational struggles. 
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1. Introduction 

According to Boston Consulting Group, Apple is the most innovative company since 
2005 [1]. When in 1996 Steve Jobs returned to Apple he initiated radical change to the 
organization. The conservative behavior of Apple’s stakeholders was replaced by the 
innovative behavior of Steve Jobs, which made the company sail into a new direction. 
However before becoming such an innovative company Apple went through a period 
of conservative behavior. This behavior almost led to the downfall of Apple. This mini 
case study focuses on the startup of Apple, the exit of Steve Jobs and his reinstatement 
at Apple. The crisis and transformations that Apple went through during this period of 
time will be discussed with the help of the Adaptive Cycle. 

2. Adaptive Cycle of Change 

The Adaptive Cycle of Holling [2], shown in Figure 1, is composed of four different 
phases, namely Exploitation, Conservation, Release and Reorganization. 

 

 
Figure 1: Hollings Adaptive Cycle 

 
Figure 2: Abcouwer & Parson: Adaptive Cycle 



Abcouwer & Parsons Adaptive Cycle of Change [3], shown in Figure 2, define four 
quadrants, namely Equilibrium, Crisis, New combinations and Entrepreneurship. 
Movement is made from one quadrant to another by one of the four phases defined in 
the Adaptive Cycle of Holling. 

2.1. New combinations I 

When Steve Jobs found out of the existence Steve Wozniak his personal computer 
design, which led to the begin of Apple. Jobs who saw opportunities in this device 
insisted that they would sell the device. This device was named the Apple I and thus 
was the company Apple Computer started. This exploitation phase made Apple move 
into the entrepreneurship quadrant. 

2.2. Entrepreneurship 

In the entrepreneurship quadrant Apple managed to produce and sell the Apple I. Even 
though Apple had produced a good product they kept being innovative and constantly 
improved their product. The Apple II was launched and this increased the company size 
and market share rapidly. Apple was growing so fast and they decided to become a 
public company in 1980. The decision of becoming a public company meant that Steve 
Jobs was not making decisions himself but other shareholders became involved. This 
led Apple into a conservational phase. Apple II was very profitable and shareholders 
wanted to exploit this, resulting in a decrease of innovation. During this phase there 
were two opposite visions within the company, Steve Jobs his group who strived for 
innovation and the conservative shareholders who did not want to change a winning 
formula. The conservative phase made Apple move into the equilibrium quadrant. 

2.3. Equilibrium 

In the equilibrium quadrant there was a huge internal power conflict about the direction 
of the company. The conservative group led by John Sculley won this conflict, which 
resulted into Steve Jobs exiting the company in 1985. IBM and Microsoft had entered 
the market for several years now and Apple started to lose money and market share. 
The pressure of the competitors became so fierce that Apple with its conservative 
behavior was led into a release phase. This release phase moved Apple into the crisis 
quadrant. 

2.4. Crisis 

In the crisis quadrant John Sculley led Apple. Apple was forced to lay off a lot of 
employees and head in a new direction. Microsoft and IBM were constantly growing 
and putting more pressure on Apple her market share. Sculley tried several things, 
introduction of the Mac II, licensing Mac OS, and introducing the newton. But nothing 
helped to get Apple out of the crisis. Eventually the board of directors lost faith in 
Sculley and decided to put Michael Spindler in charge, which also did not help out 
Apple. After a high quarterly loss Spindler was asked to resign and was replaced by Gil 
Amelio. Gil Amelio did a decent job but could not get Apple out of its crisis situation. 
Amelio did make Apple acquire NeXT, owned by Steve Jobs, which brought Steve 



Jobs back in touch with Apple. When under the leadership of Amelio Apple made 
another multi-million dollar loss, Steve Jobs was assigned to help Apple out of the 
crisis. Assigning Steve Jobs finally led to Apple head in to reorganization phase, which 
moved Apple into the new combinations quadrant. 

2.5. New combinations II 

Steve Jobs began to make great changes into the structure of Apple, cancelling certain 
projects and introducing new innovative projects. Advertisement campaigns were 
launched and an alliance was formed with Microsoft. The upcoming years Steve Jobs 
took back the licensing right of Mac OS and started to create new software and 
hardware products like the iPod, iPhone, iTunes, MacBook, and several other products. 
Steve Jobs his constant search for innovative new products lead Apple to become one 
of the most valuable companies in the world [4], which constantly searches for 
innovative opportunities to exploit. 

3. Conclusions 

The adaptive cycle was used to evaluate the history of Apple. A lot has been written 
around the history of apple and is publicly well known because of Steve Jobs 
autobiography and the movie about his life. It shows the difference that a manager can 
make at a time of crisis and the dynamic behavioral changes that a company can go 
through. The conservative behavior that led to a huge crisis for apple and the 
innovative behavior of Steve Jobs that got Apple out of the crisis situation. Nowadays 
Apple tries to maintain the release phase by constantly innovating their product and 
adding new product to their product portfolio. 
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